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his name in the opening credits of reviewers who had read allthe sub-

When I was asked to sit on the re- Iaslepisodeslthink-lusedtosit missions and gathered to discuss

view board of a literary journal after next to that guy in class. My writing them. In my mind, there were some

several years of sending my own career, on the other hand, had been clear winners and some clear losers,

work out to similar journals, I was less lucrative.

excited. As most writers who have

been submitting know, publishing in

print literary magazines is really hard.

You put your work into envelopes or

emails and send them offto unknown

addresses to wait for months at a time
for a response. After a few editors

don't respond at all, you can find
yourself getting excited to receive a

form rejection letter - just because it
tells you that your work actually did
arive and wasn't lost in some corre-

spondence black hole. The few rare

occasions when editors have taken

the time to scribble something like

'Not bad" on my rejection letters, it's

been my motivation to keep writing
rather than re-directing my creative

energies into something with more

tangible results, like learning to play

the harpsichord.

Of course I've also learned notes on

a slip aren't always motivational - I

got overly excited about seeing hand-

writing on one re.iection slip before I

read the words, "Sorry for the delay

in responding." I had been waiting for
a reply for over ayear.

I started sending pieces out as an

undergrad. My fellow creative writ-
ing majors and I had our whole ca-

reers ahead of us at that time and

even though everyone said being a
writer was hard, that very few people

made it, we were still filled with hope.

Ten years after graduating from col-
lege I've found out (via extensive

Google searches) that some of us did
make it - one student got a job writ-
ing TV scripts and every time I see
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When I first started submitting short

stories forpublication I dutifully kept

a list of my submissions and the re-

sponses they got on a single sheet

of blank white paper. When that

sheet got full and it became clear I

needed a much longer list to man-

age my rejections, I created an ex-

cel spreadsheet with a seemingly

infinite number of rows. I did finally
get one short story published when

I was in grad school eight years af-

ter I had started submitting. It was

published in a local literary maga-

zine, and after getting my story
placed, the editor of the magazine

asked if I would be interested in

being on the submission review
board for the next issue.

My excitement about being a reader

forthe literary magazinedied down

a liule bit when I got the first round

of submissions to read and realized

the amount of work ahead of me. It
was around finals time in grad

schooland I was working afulltirne
job, so I didn't have a lot oftime on

my hands. I was sent around 25 sto-

ries of varying lengths to read. I
spent the better parl of a weekend

ditigently reading through the sub-

missions and taking notes.

We held the first meeting at a local

bar. We discussed the work while
drinking beer and sometimes rais-

ing our voices so we could be heard

over the noise ofthejukebox and

the men throwing down shots atthe
bar. There were about five of us

and I thought our discussion would
be fairly straightforward. Of course,

I turned out to be wrong.

The submissions were anonymous,

so we wentthrough each ofthem by

the number they had been assigned

and briefly discussed our reactions.

There was one short story about a
couple diving in Australia that I had

really liked. It was brief, but the

writer had painted vivid images of
the couple, whose marriage ap-

peared to be failing, descending into

an underwater cave with only brief
traces of light glimmering llom time

to time. When we got to that story I
told my fellow reviewers that I really

liked it, but the looks on their faces

told me they didn't agree.

"l didn't like how the wife's name

was never mentioned," Matt said. I

knew Matt from grad school and

didn't have any doubts about his re-

view skills before we started.

"l don't think that really mattered," I
told him. "What about the imagery?

Can't you see this story in your
mind?"

\There was some nodding of lack-

luster agreement but nothing that was

winning them over. I felt defeated but

begrudgingly moved on. The next

story was a piece ofhistorical fiction
told from a "mysterious" nanatorthat

in the end tums out to be a ghost of
the grandfather of the family. When

I had read it at home I felt like it was

contrived and not particularly inter-
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eresting. I assumed this would be a

quick pass, but when we got to it
Matt said,'Now, I really liked this
piece."

I was beginning to lose some respect

for Matt. "What did you like about

it?" I asked.

"Wellthat twist at the ending was a

big surprise - I had no idea it would

be a ghost."

"l think it was more of a surprise the

frsttime I saw it-when I watched

The Sixth Sense," ltold him. And

then I proceeded to build my case

against the story which seemed to
successfully move it to the "no" pile.

With both of our favorites sidelined

we moved through the rest of the

pieces. There was one that I felt got
good toward the end that some of
the other reviewers hadn't bothered

to read beyond the first page of and

there was one prolonged fight over

whether one author really understood

the Sylvia Plath poem the story ref-

erenced. ln the end, the stories that

made itwere ones we could all agree

on as being "pret$ good." However,

three years later I can't say I remem-

ber them.

As I headed home after the meeting

I tried not to dwell on things, but I
did. I dwelled on the fact that the

story I really liked wasn't going to
make it into the publication. What's
more, I was frustrated that the writer
of the story probably wouldn't find

out my thoughts on it - the editor of
the journal took care of responding

to submissions and it was out of my
hands. After I left I also realized that

the editor of the journal had men-
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tioned it was possible that one ofthe
reviewers could have submitted a

story we were reviewing - there

weren't restrictions against it and the

submissions were alonymous. When

I thought about my remarks on the

ghost story I started to get a little
concerned that the writer had been

sitting in the room for my campaign

against it. And I even thought about

my own story that had made it into

the publication the issue before with
a little bit of concern, and relief, that
I hadn't been around to hearthe un-

censored discussion of it.

After my experience on the reading

committee I was content to be the

submitter rather than the receiver of
submissions. I had gotten a glirnpse

of what it was like to be on the other

side of things and the grass wasn't

necessarily greener. What makes

something a good piece of writing is

often subjective * professional re-

viewers and book club members will
always have differing opinions. Even

if it's a form of denial, I like to think
there may still be people out there

rooting for my work even when it
gets rejected. And now I tell myself
that an expansive excel sheet full of
carefully recorded rejections doesn't

necessarily mean it's time for me to
give up and start learning how to play

an obscure musical instrument.
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